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Effective disease management can benefit from mathematical models that identify drivers of epidemiological change and guide decision-making. This is well illustrated in the host–parasite system of sea lice and salmon, which has been modelled extensively due to the economic costs associated with sea louse infections on salmon farms and the conservation concerns associated with sea louse infections on wild salmon. Consequently, a rich modelling literature devoted to sea louse and salmon epidemiology has been developed. We provide a synthesis of the mathematical and statistical models that have been used to study the epidemiology of sea lice and salmon. These studies span both conceptual and tactical models to quantify the effects of infections on host populations and communities, describe and predict patterns of transmission and dispersal, and guide evidence-based management of wild and farmed salmon. As aquaculture production continues to increase, advances made in modelling sea louse and salmon epidemiology should inform the sustainable management of marine resources.

1. Introduction

Reductions in marine fish abundance due to overfishing are predicted to reduce pathogen diversity by ‘fishing-out parasites’ [1,2]. At the same time, the expansion of industrial aquaculture over the past 50 years has created new pathways and reservoirs for pathogens [3,4]. Farmed fish are often exposed to pathogens from sympatric wild fish populations, but are sheltered from many of the natural processes (e.g. predation [5], competition [6], migration [7,8]) that can remove infected individuals from populations. Farmed host populations are typically held at higher densities than populations in the wild, increasing opportunities for infections to spread. Understanding the effects of anthropogenic changes on marine disease in wild and farmed host populations is therefore a conservation and management priority.

Mathematical models can inform marine conservation and management by addressing questions such as: When can a pathogen invade a population? What impact will it have on the population? Will it cause a chronic or acute infection?
2. Outbreak and transmission dynamics

Understanding when and why outbreaks occur and the means by which they spread is essential for developing a mechanistic understanding of marine diseases. Transmission dynamics in the ocean are variable and complex due to fluctuating water chemistry, oceanographic mixing and, in many cases, free-living infectious stages. This can be further complicated by how aquaculture moves, manages and manipulates host populations.

Most theoretical models assume that increased host population density favours parasite transmission [30]. Indeed, with the exception of vector-borne and sexually transmitted diseases, parasite populations are expected to grow only when hosts exceed a threshold density [31,32]. The presence of host-density dependence in sea louse transmission suggests that an increase in host density can trigger a transition from chronic to acute sea louse outbreak dynamics [33,34]. Statistical models of sea louse population dynamics in Norway [35], stochastic network models of sea louse infection in Loch Fyne, Scotland [36], and hydrodynamic simulations of sea louse production and concentrations in the Broughton Archipelago, British Columbia [28], show how sea louse dynamics can respond to changes in host density among multiple salmon farms and wild salmon populations. Consequently, the relevant spatial scale for critical host-density thresholds in sea louse dynamics, might encompasses several salmon farms, thereby constraining regional production [34].

Temporal variation in host population density can alter epidemiological patterns. Regional host densities in coastal seas experience seasonal pulses of wild salmon biomass. The 1.5- to 2-year seawater production cycles for farmed salmon add additional variability in host density in coastal regions. During spring out-migrations, uninfected juvenile salmon leave their natal streams and estuaries, and migrate...
through coastal waters to the open ocean. Parametrized advection-diffusion-decay models (table 1) of sea louse dispersal from salmon farms along juvenile salmon migration corridors demonstrate that infection pressure from farm-source sea lice can exceed background (e.g. wild-source) infection pressure in the Broughton Archipelago, British Columbia, Canada [37]. The process of spill-over (from wild to farmed hosts) and spill-back (from farmed to wild hosts) [38] of sea lice is likely initiated by adult wild salmon that carry sea lice into coastal waters from the open

**Table 1.** Types of models and their application to the salmon sea louse pathosystem. Key references are included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Form</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Applications and Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difference equations</td>
<td>discrete-time dynamics, spatially homogeneous, deterministic, can include delays</td>
<td>population growth models, e.g. Ricker stock-recruitment relationship [14]; often used within other models; effects of lea louse infection and predation on salmon productivity [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary differential equations</td>
<td>continuous-time dynamics, spatially homogeneous, deterministic, can include delays</td>
<td>host–parasite models for louse-salmon dynamics, e.g. Anderson–May model [16] and extensions thereof to incorporate predation; effects of treatments on sea louse populations on farms [17]; parasite-mediated changes to predation [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial differential equations</td>
<td>continuous-time dynamics, spatially heterogeneous, deterministic</td>
<td>advection-diffusion models; sea louse dispersal from salmon farms along wild salmon migration routes [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix models (Leslie matrix, population projection matrix)</td>
<td>linear system of difference equations, can include stochastic effects</td>
<td>age-structured population growth models; analysis of temperature-dependent sea louse demography [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression models</td>
<td>statistical, descriptive/correlational, can include spatial effects</td>
<td>GLM, GLMM, random effects, logistic regression; identifying epidemiological factors effecting sea lice abundance on salmon farms [21]; associations between aquaculture and sea louse infections on sea trout [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival functions and hazard functions</td>
<td>statistical, descriptive/correlational</td>
<td>survival analysis; impacts of sea lice on salmon survival in the NE Atlantic [3]; effects of salinity on sea louse survival on juvenile salmon [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stochastic processes</td>
<td>discrete-time or continuous-time dynamics, stochastic, can include additional hierarchy</td>
<td>stochastic population growth models, e.g. stochastic Ricker model; hierarchical models of Pacific salmon productivity in relation to sea lice [24–26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual-based (or agent-based) model</td>
<td>computer model, simulates actions and interactions of individuals within a system, can be deterministic or stochastic</td>
<td>predicting benefits of cleaner fish in control of sea louse populations [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical ocean-circulation model</td>
<td>numerically solved complex dynamical system; includes hydrodynamic equations, three-dimensional transport and diffusion equations; realistic model for oceanic motion</td>
<td>model for current, temperature and salinity patterns in marine environment; finite volume coastal ocean model (FVCOM) simulation of the spread of sea lice from salmon farms in British Columbia, Canada [28]; SINMOD simulation of sea louse and salmonid pancreatic disease virus in Norwegian fjords [29]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ocean during summer and autumn. The natural process of migratory allopatry, where uninfected juvenile salmon are separated from adult salmon and protected from sea lice by migration [39], can be interrupted by the presence of sea louse reservoirs on salmon farms. When these reservoirs were removed by fallowing or parasiticide treatment of farmed salmon, epizootics of sea lice on wild juvenile salmon declined [40], helping to verify model predictions.

When the density of potential hosts exhibits spatial structure (e.g. from farm placement within oceanographic regions) or spatial movement (e.g. from migrating wild salmon populations), spatially explicit models can improve characterization of parasite transmission. Numerical simulations of ocean currents and wind in the Broughton Archipelago, British Columbia, suggest that hydrodynamic circulation can influence the connectivity between sea louse populations, potentially leading to between-farm source-sink dynamics [28]. By representing sea louse movement as particle flow, these models can account for the influence of water circulation patterns and abiotic properties (e.g. temperature and salinity) on sea lice dispersal. Understanding infective sea lice density and dispersal in the water column is important for identifying farms or regions that are infective sea lice sources and sinks (figure 4). Statistical models have found spatio-temporal correlations between sea louse abundances on farmed and wild salmon up to 30 km apart [41,42]. When coupled with biological models, hydrodynamic simulation models can be used to understand the mechanisms driving these patterns and have been used to characterize transmission of salmon pancreas disease virus among salmon farms in Norway [29], and infectious hematopoietic necrosis virus between salmon farms and wild salmon in Pacific Canada [43]. The contribution of individual farms within a network of farms to regional sea louse connectivity has been quantified using graph theory [36,44] and by merging hydrodynamic modelling of dispersal with classic host-macroparasite models to calculate local and regional thresholds for transmission (table 1) [16].

3. Implications for conservation and fisheries
It is important to estimate pathogen impacts before taking management actions. Models can provide the quantitative framework with which to evaluate the evidence for the individual and combined impacts of different stressors (fishing, climate, competition, disease, etc.) on host population size and health. In the case of sea lice, mortality due to disease might be detectable in wild juvenile salmon, which are vulnerable to infections and many other mortality factors, as they migrate to sea [37]. However, if sea louse-induced mortality is compensatory (those that die from infection were likely to have died for other reasons), it will not cause a reduction in adults returning to spawn. Alternatively, if mortality attributable to sea lice is additive to mortality from other causes, such as predation, then overall mortality will increase and could lead to population decline. This was exemplified in a predator–prey–parasite model of infected juvenile pink salmon [5]. The model incorporated a hypothesized saturating predation rate [45] of juvenile pink salmon by juvenile coho salmon and an empirically derived positive relationship between predation on juvenile pink salmon and the infection level of the pink salmon [5]. Analysis of the model suggested that when pink salmon

![Figure 2. Global distribution of wild and farmed salmon. Farmed salmon production data were obtained from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) FishStat dataset and include only marine-farmed Atlantic salmon. Countries producing less than 5000 tonnes annually were excluded from the dataset. Circle areas are scaled by mean annual production. Canada is split into two farming regions to differentiate between its Pacific and Atlantic production. For some countries, circles do not encompass all salmon farming locations; in these cases, circles cover the country’s region of highest farm density. Wild salmon distribution data were digitized from the FAO’s Aquatic Species Distribution Map Viewer, which provides current distributions for Atlantic salmon and the five traditional Pacific salmon species, and modified to exclude waters more than 50 km offshore. (Online version in colour.)](http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/Downloaded from http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/ on February 15, 2016)
populations were small, infection increased juvenile pink salmon mortality, whereas when they were large, infection and predation were compensatory sources of mortality. Several studies have evaluated evidence for population-level impacts of sea louse infection on wild salmon. Most studies have been based on models of salmon spawner-recruitment dynamics, which investigate whether sea louse exposure can explain variability in the spawner-recruitment relationship (e.g. [42]) (figure 5a). In spawner-recruitment models, a population’s growth rate during sea louse epidemics can be compared to the population growth rate of the same population before or after the epidemic, or to nearby, unexposed salmon populations (figure 5b). Studies on wild pink (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) [13,24,40] and coho (Oncorhynchus kisutch) [25] salmon in Pacific Canada found evidence that population growth rates are depressed in populations exposed to sea lice outbreaks associated with salmon aquaculture. Similarly, studies on post-smolt wild sea trout (Salmo trutta) in Ireland found that infection levels were higher if the fish were captured in bays that also contained salmon farms [46]. Incorporating information on variability in infection pressure can increase statistical power of such tests (figure 5c). For example, productivity of wild pink and coho salmon has been found to negatively correlate with time-varying regional sea louse abundance on farmed or wild salmon [26,40].

Considering multiple populations simultaneously increases the chance that common responses to disease can be separated from other sources of population variability [47]. This is most powerful when salmon populations are used as statistical replicates to identify the underlying ‘signal’ of sea louse exposure, as opposed to single- or aggregate-population level evaluations. For example, analyses seeking to estimate sea louse-associated mortality in pink salmon in Pacific Canada, based on a single aggregate stock-recruitment relationship [48], failed to detect a sea louse signal. However, a signal of sea louse exposure was detected using a multi-population analysis because it had greater statistical power [26]. Observations from individual salmon populations might not be independent if salmon populations are related to a common regional estimate of sea louse infection pressure. In such cases, hierarchical (mixed effects) models can account for the non-independence of responses while simultaneously drawing inferences from many salmon populations (e.g. [26]).

Models can make predictions, but the definitive test for a causal influence of pathogens on host population dynamics requires experimental manipulation of disease in wild host populations. This can be accomplished by experimental reduction of pathogen burdens and the comparison of survival or population dynamics between treated and control groups. Such experiments have been carried out with Atlantic salmon, where thousands of smolts (juvenile salmon) were released in paired trials. Half of the fish were treated with a parasiticide that provided temporary protection from infection by sea lice in early marine life, while the other half received a control treatment. A meta-analysis of 24 paired-release experiments (totalling 283,347 fish) showed that lack of treatment (a surrogate of parasite exposure) decreased survival of returning adults by 39% [3]. Although there was variation among trials in effectiveness of treatments, with some trials showing no evidence of effect and others showing a strong effect, collective examination revealed clear evidence of a positive effect of the parasiticide treatment on salmon recruitment (figure 5d).

4. Management approaches

Direct management of disease is more feasible in farmed systems than in wild populations. As with terrestrial farms, management options range from chemical treatments, to genetic selection for disease resistance, to integrated pest management, to regional coordination of fallowing and stocking. Sea lice management often occurs on a single
farm or across several farms within a region. On a farm, fallowing after harvest can interrupt sea louse population growth, while treatments administered to fish can remove or kill attached sea lice [9,10]. Models have been useful for developing management strategies at both levels. Delay-differential equation models have been used to show how two pulsed chemical treatments delivered six weeks apart can be more effective than regular single treatments for controlling the abundance of sea lice [49], while individual-based models that combine chemical treatments with other methods of control (e.g. stocking cleanerfish that eat adult sea lice) are useful for optimizing integrated pest management strategies on farms [27]. Modelling, therefore, can help salmon farmers balance sustainable management practices with economic viability. In particular, coupled biological–economic models of sea louse treatment approaches can help the salmon farm industry conduct more responsive evidence-based management (e.g. [50]).

At a regional scale, generalized linear statistical models indicated that the prevalence of sea lice at the farm level increases with host abundance on that farm and proximity to other infected farms [34,35]. These results support a strategy of coordinated fallowing among farms at spatial and temporal scales chosen to break infection cycling among neighbouring farms. In addition, responsiveness to the connectivity and density among salmon farms, coordination of treatment applications and agreements on treatment thresholds can all help to regulate sea lice at a regional level.

Environmental factors, including water temperature, salinity and water movement, also influence the potential for sea louse epidemics. Modelling these factors might help with forecasting epidemics and siting and stocking salmon farms [51]. In Pacific Canada, a multivariable statistical model of a 10-year dataset of sea louse parasitism on out-migrating chum and pink salmon was made to account for abiotic factors, farm activity and spatial processes of parasite dispersal and fish migration [41]. This comprehensive approach is an invaluable tool for evaluating how marine aquaculture and parasite management policies influence spatial patterns of infection levels on wild fish given environmental conditions [41]. Environmental effects on infections within salmon farms have also been quantified using theoretical simulation models. For example, a modified susceptible-exposed-infected-resistance dependent ordinary differential equation model showed that stronger currents and higher stocking levels increased transmission of sea lice between two hypothetical farms [52].

A matrix model that explicitly accounted for demographic stochasticity among sea lice raised concerns about the impact of rising sea surface temperatures on sea louse dynamics by showing that both high temperatures and increased temperature variation can increase the sea louse basic reproduction number, $R_0$, and decrease generation time of sea lice, resulting in faster population growth [20]. The development of these mathematical models that incorporated environmental impacts has been facilitated by numerous laboratory studies that allowed for the parametrization of stage-specific effects of temperature on sea louse development [53].

Attached sea lice tend to cluster at different spatial scales. This is an important consideration for the design of management strategies or monitoring programmes. As with many parasites, sea lice are often over-dispersed among hosts: a few fish may experience high-intensity infections while most have few or no sea lice [54]. At the farm scale, with multiple cages of salmon, sea lice aggregate more heavily in some cages than in others. At both host and farm scales, this spatial heterogeneity has implications for sea louse demography and monitoring [20]. Monte Carlo simulations and matrix population modelling suggest that when sea louse abundance is maintained below a mean of three gravid females per host on farms, mate limitation decreases the rate of sea louse reproduction [20,55]. However, over-dispersion of sea lice on hosts can increase mating success by bringing males and females into contact more frequently [20]. Over-dispersion may also have disadvantages for parasite fitness, because parasite-induced host mortality can have...
disproportionate impacts on parasite population dynamics such that each mortality of a heavily infected host provides a substantial reduction in the parasite population [16,54]. From a management perspective, heterogeneity in infection load can hamper estimation of sea louse abundance. Empirical studies and mathematical simulations using individual-based models support the idea that sampling a few fish from many pens, rather than sampling many fish from few pens, improves estimates of louse abundances at the host and farm levels [54]. Because sea louse counts influence management decisions, accurate estimates of infection intensity are essential for optimizing treatment regimens [56]. Therefore, the spatial distribution of sea lice among hosts must be understood and accounted for in monitoring programmes.

Aquaculture practices, particularly chemical treatments on salmon farms, can place selection pressures on sea lice. Despite their implications for sustainable aquaculture, such evolutionary processes are poorly explored in marine disease management [57]. Those studies that exist demonstrate that aquaculture can cause substantial evolution of parasites. For example, microparasites evolved greater virulence when faced with elevated host densities on salmon farms (e.g. [53]) and, in some areas, sea lice have evolved resistance to the chemicals used to control them [58,59]. Ordinary differential equation models and individual-based models show that the frequency of treatments and mixing rates between sea lice on farmed and wild untreated hosts can influence the rate of resistance evolution [60,61]. Mixing between wild-origin sea lice and farm sea lice can dilute the proportion of resistant individuals and provide an opportunity for resistant alleles to be removed by natural selection if they have fitness costs [60].

5. Future directions

Over the past 30 years, substantial progress has been made towards understanding how wild and farmed salmon populations interact to influence infectious disease dynamics. As aquaculture practices change and disease ecology matures as a multidisciplinary field, new applied and theoretical questions continue to emerge. We summarize some of these future directions here.

(a) Co-ordinated management of multiple pathogens

Managing the health of wild and farmed populations extends beyond a single pathogen. When infection with one pathogen increases susceptibility to another (e.g. [62]), or when multiple pathogens may be transmitted through the same hydrodynamic pathways (e.g. [29]), coordinating management of multiple diseases may be advantageous. Coordinated efforts are most effective when they take into account the impacts of disease on the health of the...
surrounding farms and wild communities and the role that the environment may play in mediating these impacts.

(b) Putting disease into a community context
Interactions between parasites and host communities are numerous [63] and poorly understood for many marine pathogens. Multi-host models are underutilized and could help to improve our understanding of feedback between disease and communities. For example, in both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, herring (Clupea sp.) form large potential host populations for generalist sea lice (e.g. C. clemensi and C. elongatus) and differ in their migration timing from co-occurring salmon [64]. The extent to which herring, or other host species, play a significant role in sea louse population dynamics, spread and evolution, is an important, unanswered question.

(c) Effects of aquaculture on evolutionary processes
Despite the progress described above, the evolutionary implications of aquaculture—for hosts and for their parasites—remain under-explored (but see [65]). The potential selection pressures for increased defences in wild hosts and for treatment resistance in pathogens are important considerations for disease management. For sea lice, our understanding of disease-related evolutionary processes is limited to physiological changes in sea lice that make them more tolerant of chemical treatments. However, sea louse behaviour and life history could also undergo rapid selection. Finally, the role of artificial selection for disease-resistant farmed hosts might also influence the dynamics of pathogens on both farmed and wild populations [61].

(d) Potential for better data
Lack of data is a significant barrier to the development of tactical models of many marine diseases. While conceptual models can be parametrized using qualitative trends, site- or situation-specific models require detailed parametrization, and subsequent calibration and validation. In many cases, we lack precise information on the population dynamics of wild populations and their infectious status. Conceptual models might be useful for prioritizing data collection, such as by identifying parameters with high model sensitivity. Ultimately, many management decisions depend upon more specific, well-parametrized tactical models.

The salmon farming industry, government and conservation groups often collect and hold complementary data separately. Some practical advances in data accessibility have been achieved through collaboration and data sharing. For example, in both Scotland and Atlantic Canada, evidence of sea louse resistance to SLICE® was uncovered through modelling using shared industry-wide datasets well in advance of laboratory-based confirmation [58,59]. Even in the relatively contentious context of Pacific Canada, the Broughton Archipelago Monitoring Plan (www.bamp.ca) has illustrated that progress can be achieved through collaboration among stakeholders from industry, government and non-governmental organizations [15,41,66]. Keeping lines of communication open, while maintaining scientific integrity, will continue to benefit management, science and conservation.

(e) Potential for better statistical models
Greater computing power and more sophisticated statistical methods, now commonplace in ecology, will continue to improve information gained from available data. Where assumptions of simple dynamic patterns and normal errors previously prevailed, advanced Markov chain Monte Carlo methods now allow end-users to fit complex nonlinear, non-normal hierarchical statistical models. These methods are well suited to the study of emerging infectious diseases and we expect to see their use increase.

6. Discussion
Mathematical models are an invaluable tool for understanding complex interactions in sea lice epidemiology. Their role has been to translate hypotheses into quantitative relationships between ecological processes, and they can yield insights into ecological dynamics. Consequently, models are a quantitative framework with which to assess competing claims; a tool to refine, clarify and communicate ideas; and a way to predict the outcomes of ecological or management-based changes. From interpretation of data to development of novel theory, models have both facilitated and driven inquiry.

While many biologists would predict some adverse effects from maintaining elevated densities of host fish, feeding and protecting hosts from predation, and placing farmed hosts in contact with wild migratory hosts, the details of these interactions have not always been clear. Only through the development of relevant hypotheses, translation into models, careful data collection and analysis—and the feedback between them—has progress been possible.

Due in part to conflicts between economics and conservation, there has been disagreement on the nature and magnitude of effects of sea lice on wild populations [13,26,48,67,68]. One major challenge to research has been the inability to undertake ecosystem-wide controlled experiments. This means that, by necessity, manipulative studies are rare compared with correlative studies. Even when manipulative studies have been possible [3,69], debate and controversy have persisted [70,71]. Another major challenge is the fact that a negative statistical result does not necessarily translate to a negative biological conclusion. This second challenge arises because simple lack of evidence is not evidence of lack of an effect, particularly if the statistical power of the approach is low. Fortunately, larger datasets increase statistical power, and a spectrum of ecological conditions gives the possibility of more closely emulating randomized trial conditions found in experimental manipulations.

As the aquaculture industry continues to expand and wild fish populations decline, new pathogens and novel transmission pathways will emerge in both farmed and wild populations, raising similar questions to those asked about sea lice over the past decades. What are the modes of transmission? What is the potential for transmission between wild and farmed fish? If transmitted, how will these pathogens affect individuals and populations? These questions are not unique to salmon and sea lice, and it may be advantageous for scientists, industry and policy-makers to approach other marine infectious diseases in light of all that has been learned in this system. Indeed, in this review, we have outlined only a fraction of the potential interactions among hosts, parasites and their environments. We hope that questions surrounding features and outcomes illustrated here will motivate further study of these complex systems.
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